
Introduction
• Rapid Increase in UAV usage
• Little validation of software and collection
• Reconstruction causes distortion from original shape
• Identifying sources of inaccuracies is important for 

establishing best practices during UAV collections
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Methodology
• UAV imagery collected in July ’19 of Diamond Craters OR 

[2] (DCOR) volcanic field – 31 desired target – 17 collected
• DOGAMI LiDAR collected May 2015 [3]
• Polyhedra of various shapes/sizes imaged via UAV for 

shape retention
• Flights analyzed at 30 or 50 m – depending on size
• All models were reconstructed 10 times to prove 

reproducibility of DEM’s

Equipment
• DJI Mavic Pro with 12.35 Megapixel Camera
• NVIDIA 1080 Ti
• Agisoft Metashape – Version 1.5.1 Build 7618

Box and Ball

Ball
Polyhedra Shape RetentionFigure 1: Target collapse landform in Diamond Craters OR (DC0003). Diamond 

Craters is a monogenetic volcanic field which erupted ~7.2 – 7.8 kya [1]. 

Results – Large model Reproducibility

STD Dev : 0.6 – 5.6 m
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Results - Insolation Effect
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Conclusions
• Collecting imagery at 80° camera angle with 90% 

overlap reduces noise during the reconstruction 
process

• Many polyhedra reconstruct into similar profiles
• Overhead insolation can create noise, morning and 

afternoon produces best images
• LiDAR smoothing removes possibly relevant 

information like bombs, lava slabs, and boulders
• Some of UAV’s precision and accuracy can be lost 

during reconstruction
• Due to low cost, availability, and ease of use still very 

useful for analog morphometry

Figure 2: Actual pictures of polyhedra scenes used for small scale studies. A. Box 
and Ball with 1 meter stick with 2 cm markings.  B. Pyramid 18” x 18” x 20” (45.72 
cm x 45.72 x 50.8 cm) with wooden scale bar with 3 in (7.62 cm) markings. C. 
Double box and ball used to determine minimum separation distance for 
individual polyhedra resolution shown with wooden scale bar with 3 in markings.  
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Picture to Picture Overlap vs Camera Angle
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Figure 3: Identifying model response to various overlap and camera angles. At 
80% overlap boxes have better accuracy but higher standard deviations. Each set 
of photos were modeled 10 times.  

Results – Small Scale Work

Figure 4: Polyhedra all reconstructed into a similar shape.  Box and ball (figure 1A) 
the box was not properly reconstructed which was placed to the left of the ball.

Figure 5: Target collapse landform (figure 1) exhibited reconstruction issues in 
areas of high relief. Sawtooth sides and bottom indicative of other collapse 
features. 

Results - UAV and LiDAR Comparison

Figure 6: Two box configuration with cloud cover (top) and direct insolation 
(bottom).

Figure 7: Top: Closest match of major axis profile of target collapse landform 
(figure 1) compared LiDAR profile. Middle/Bottom: Two UAV derived DEMs of 
Diamond Craters which overlapped compared to LiDAR profiles of same feature. 
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